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Gina McCarthy 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Mail Code 1101A 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20460 
 
  RE:   Cross State Air Pollution Rule Update for 2008 NAAQS 
   [Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500] 
 
Dear Administrator McCarthy, 
 

Olympus Power LLC is pleased to offer these comments in response to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) proposed Cross-State Air Pollution Rule for the 2008 
Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standard.  80 Fed. Reg. 75706 (December 3, 2015).   

 
Olympus Power is a leading power plant investment and management firm with assets 

located throughout the United States, including Pennsylvania.  Olympus has been the owner and 
asset manager of projects with interests in 37 operating power plants across the U.S. with over $3.5 
billion of assets and the responsibility for projects with a gross capacity in excess of 4,500 
megawatts (MW) of electricity generation.  Over time, these assets have included coal refuse-fired, 
natural gas-fired, coal-fired, oil-fired, hydroelectric, biomass-fired, solar and wind powered electric 
generating facilities.  Our current investments in Pennsylvania include three coal refuse fired 
facilities: Westwood Generation, Panther Creek Energy, and Scrubgrass Generating, and two coal 
fired facilities: Keystone Generating Station and Conemaugh Generating Station.  

 
As will be set forth in greater detail in these comments, EPA’s proposed update of its Cross 

State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR) is fatally flawed1.  We urge EPA to seriously consider each of 
these concerns and upon doing so to withdraw its proposal.  

 

                                                 
1  Olympus Power appreciates the assistance of the Midwest Ozone Group (“MOG”) in making its assessment 
of the proposal available to Olympus Power.   
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 EPA’s proposed rule fails to account for the significant reduction in NOx emissions and 
improvements in air quality that have occurred in the eastern U.S. in recent years. 

 
 There is widespread attainment of the 2008 ozone national ambient air quality standard 
(“NAAQS”). Even the “problem” monitors identified by EPA in its CSAPR proposal show 
improved air quality as is evidenced by their most recent ozone Design Values. The map of the 
Eastern United States set forth below vividly illustrates that the only residual nonattainment areas in 
the East are downwind of vast sources of the ozone precursors – nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon 
monoxide (CO) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs)), originating within the I-95 corridor and 
the New York metropolitan area. 
 

 
 
 
The improvement in air quality is illustrated by the charts and graphs set forth in the document 
prepared by Alpine Geophysics entitled “Current Ozone Design Values and Widespread Attainment 
of the 2008 8-hr Ozone NAAQS", January 2016  (which can be found at 
http://www.midwestozonegroup.com/files/Current_Ozone_Design_Values_and_Widespread_Attain
ment_of_the_2008_8-hr_Ozone_NAAQS2.pdf). The data show widespread attainment of the 2008 
ozone NAAQS in the eastern United States and confirm that all of EPA’s 21 “problem” monitors 
have design values that are on decreasing trend (except for Richmond, New York which is already in 
attainment but shows a slight increase in its DV). These data also show what EPA project the ozone 
DVs for all of the “problem” monitors to be in 2025. Without exception all of the problem monitors 
identified by EPA in the proposed rule are in attainment in 2025.  This is accomplished even using 
the EPA’s modelled design values which we believe to be over predictions.  Emission reductions of 
ozone precursors have been significant in recent years and will continue into the future as the result 
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of “on-the-books” controls and market and public policy forces operating within the electric 
generation sector.  For instance, certain coal and coal refuse facilities have recently retired prior to 
the expiration of their useful lives and new generation has concentrated exclusively upon the 
development of renewable and gas-fired electric generation projects in Pennsylvania.   It is not a 
controversial statement to assert that it is unlikely that we will ever see the construction of a new 
coal or coal refuse facility in these markets.  Public policy, market conditions and time are already 
conspiring to address the problem which the EPA purports to solve in this rulemaking. 
 
 As can be seen in an additional data set prepared by Alpine Geophysics entitled “CSAPR 
Documented Emission Reductions, Integrated Planning Model Control Scenarios, and Associated 
Nonattainment Ozone Changes” dated January 2016, (which can be found at: 
http://midwestozonegroup.com/files/CSAPR_Documented_Emission_Reductions_and_Control_Sce
narios.pdf) between 2011 and 2017 emissions of annual NOx will be reduced by 72%.  In addition, 
between 2011 and 2014 EGU emissions alone were reduced by 82%.  In addition, EPA’s own IPM 
data shows that in 2017 there will be some 93,000 tons less NOx emissions than EPA assumed 
would be the case in the modeling it conducted in connection with the proposed rule. These lower 
IPM projections are particularly significant for Pennsylvania, which is predicted to have only 83% 
of the NOx emissions assumed by EPA, and Kentucky, which is expected to have 74% of the 
emissions assumed by EPA.   
 
 EPA’s proposal fails to take into consideration significant on-the-books regulatory 

programs that will further reduce ozone precursors over the next several years and 
result in additional improvements in ozone air quality. 

 
  Reductions of ozone precursors have been significant in recent years and will continue into 
the future as the result of “on-the-books” controls.  As published by EPA, annual, national, and 
state-level NOx emissions are expected to decline between 2011 and 2017.  An additional study 
prepared by Alpine Geophysics entitled “CSAPR Documented Emission Reductions, Integrated 
Planning Model Control Scenarios, and Associated Nonattainment Ozone Changes” (which can be 
found at:  
http://midwestozonegroup.com/files/CSAPR_Documented_Emission_Reductions_and_Control_Sce
narios.pdf), summarizes this data.   This study confirms that for the base year 2011 and projected 
base case of 2017, the 23 state eastern U.S. domain impacted by the CSAPR will see NOx emissions 
decrease by approximately 2,450,000 tons (27%). Comparatively, annual NOx emissions from 
electric generating utilities (EGUs) decrease by 373,000 tons, or 26%, from 2011 levels and have 
already shown significant reduction below projected progress as reported by CAMD CEM data in 
2014 as illustrated in the following figure.  
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Annual EGUs NOx emission trends and projection. 
 
 These emission reductions will continue into the future, further reducing any impacts of such 
emissions since the actual reduction will continue to outpace EPA’s over prediction in its  inventory 
projections.   
 
 In its policy analysis technical support document (“TSD”), EPA states that “[t]he air quality 
modeling for this proposal, including identifying nonattainment and maintenance receptors, 
performing contribution analysis, and modeling an illustrative control case relied on IPM v5.14. 
After the modeling analyses were underway, the EPA released an updated IPM base case, version 
5.15, and the final Clean Power Plan (CPP). In order to reflect all on-the-books policies as well as 
the most current power sector modeling data, the EPA performed an assessment (described in this 
TSD) to reflect inclusion of IPM 5.15 with the CPP for this proposal.”  
 
 Accordingly, EPA’s estimate of ozone season NOx emissions from EGUs used in the air 
quality modeling and significant contribution analysis used to justify the rule is approximately 
93,000 higher than latest “on-the-books” estimates expected by EPA. Not only is this update 
significant for the entire region, it is a matter of considerable importance to Pennsylvania where 
ozone season EGU emissions are estimated to be 8,574 tons lower, making it one of states most 
significantly affected by this update. It is also important to note that, based upon Olympus Power’s 
estimate of EGU ozone season NOx emissions of 27,010 tons in Pennsylvania after the 
implementation of the Reasonably Available Control Technology II regulation (RACT II), the 
emissions that should be considered from those sources, in any modeling effort to develop their 
contribution, should be another 16,589 tons lower than is estimated in the IPM v5.15 base case.  At 
the same time, we note that several states will see an increase in emissions including: Maryland 
(2,217 tons), Alabama (1,441 tons), and Nevada (355 tons). 
 
 It is also significant that the 93,000 ton decrease related to moving to IPM 5.15 is actually 
greater than the entirety of the emission reductions being proposed in the CSAPR update itself –
84,775 tons. 
 
 According to EPA, the proposed NOx controls of 84,775 tons represented in the above 
figures result in “meaningful” ozone improvements. (80 Fed, Reg. 75736).  However, as noted in the 
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air policy TSD, none of the CSAPR nonattainment monitors are estimated to have resolved their 
average design value problems (i.e., estimated nonattainment) at any of the NOx cost thresholds 
examined.  
 
 In fact, the only change of significance noted in EPA’s design value analysis is the average 
design value for two maintenance monitors (Richmond, NY and Hamilton, OH) dropped below 76 
ppb in the transition from the IPM v. 5.14 to IPM v. 5.15 base cases. In other words, should EPA 
have run CAMx using the 2017 EGU base case they feel is more representative of on-the-books 
controls, they estimate that at least two additional projected monitors in the impacted eastern states 
(and the associated significant contribution requirements of upwind states) would have been 
eliminated. 
 
 When EPA rejected $500/ton controls it did so because that level of control did not “resolve” 
any identified air quality problems (p. 75733, f/n 95). When EPA moved to consideration of 
$1300/ton controls it abandoned the “resolve” any identified air quality problems test in favor of 
applying the “meaningful” ozone improvements test.   In other words, as the table below clearly 
demonstrates, no matter how high EPA might set the dollar value per ton controls, there is no greater 
achievable solution to the non-attainment issue which it seeks to address.  It is important to fully 
appreciate the technical impossibility reflected in this proposed rulemaking and demonstrated by 
EPA’s own table. 
Table VI.D‐2 Number of Nonattainment or Maintenance Receptors after EGU NOX Mitigation 

  
Cost Threshold 

Nonattainment 
Receptors 

Maintenance‐Only 
Receptors 

Base Case (IPM 5.15 w/CPP)  12  21 

$500 per ton  12  19 

$1,300 per ton  12  14 

$3,400 per ton  12  13 

$5,000 per ton  12  13 

$6,400 per ton  12  13 

$10,000 per ton  12  12 
  
Federal Register citation: https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR‐2015‐12‐03/pdf/2015‐29796.pdf  at p. 75737 
 

Use of more recent ozone design value data demonstrates that the only remaining ozone 
air quality problem areas in the East are likely to be the three monitors in Fairfield 
County, Connecticut which does not provide a sufficient basis to support a regional 
transport rule. 

 
 In its approach, EPA determined an area to be in nonattainment in 2017 if the average of the 
three DVs for the years 2009-11, 2010-12 and 2011-13 exceeded 75.9 ppb.  EPA then considered an 
area to be a maintenance area if any one of the three year DVs was in excess of 75.9 ppb.  EPA is 
seeking comments on its use of this methodology (80 Fed. Reg. 75725). The approach used by EPA 
is fatally flawed because it does not give any recognition to the more recent actual monitored ozone 
data that now exists. EPA should have performed a similar analysis using the most recent actual data 
available. Specifically, we urge the 5-year period from 2011-15.  
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 Alpine Geophysics has prepared an alternate analysis to investigate the changes in air quality 
associated with more current year (2011-2015) ozone concentration observations compared to the 
historical observations (2009-2013) used by EPA in CSAPR. This study entitled “Alternate Design 
Value Calculation and Attainment Demonstration” dated January 2016, (which can be found at: 
http://www.midwestozonegroup.com/files/Alternate_Design_Value_Calculation_and_Attainment_D
emonstration.pdf) provides an up-to-date picture of projected air quality concentrations and design 
values inclusive of controls implemented between 2009 and 2011 and the impacts of these controls 
as observed in most recent ozone monitor observations. 
 
 As is shown in this study, with the exception of three monitors in Fairfield, Connecticut, all 
remaining monitors in the eastern U.S. show attainment in 2017. Equally significant is the fact that 
12 of the monitors that EPA would call maintenance would no longer even meet EPA’s test for 
maintenance areas. The other 6 maintenance area monitors have DVs below 75.9 ppb for the last two 
sets of DVs raising serious questions about whether even under EPA’s test they should continue to 
be considered maintenance areas.  
 
 Inasmuch as the only remaining nonattainment or maintenance areas likely to exist in 2017 
are those located in Fairfield County Connecticut, we do not believe that there is an adequate basis 
for undertaking a regional transport rule. As we have stated elsewhere in these comments, there is 
adequate authority for Connecticut to address its residual nonattainment on the basis of local 
controls. Moreover, as earlier stated, the State of Connecticut has itself conceded that “High electric 
demand day emissions are part of the persistent ozone attainment problems in the OTC” and that 
reductions in these emissions “are a key to attaining the ozone NAAQS.”     

 
EPA must first address the lack of controls on local sources before emission reductions 
on upwind states can be imposed through a transport rule. 

 
EPA is required under the CAA to first consider the effects of local emissions in a 

nonattainment area and nearby areas in state(s) closest to the nonattainment area in question before 
seeking controls in upwind states. CAA §107(a) states that “[e]ach State shall have the primary 
responsibility for assuring air quality within the entire geographic area comprising such State.” In 
addition, CAA §110(a)(1) requires that a state SIP “provides for implementation, maintenance, and 
enforcement” of the NAAQS “in each air quality control region . . . within such State.” Moreover, 
EPA recognized the requirement to look locally in both its 1997 NOx SIP Call and in CAIR. We 
note that the requirement to consider emission reductions from local controls in downwind states 
was an element of CAIR (a factor that was not adversely impacted by the North Carolina v. EPA 
decision).  Consequently, it is indisputable that EPA must study the impact of local controls in its 
upcoming rulemaking and require that such local sources be appropriately controlled before turning 
to upwind states for additional reductions.  

 
 The CAA addresses the affirmative obligations of the states to meet the deadlines for 
submittal and implementation of state implementation plans designed to specifically address their 
degree of nonattainment designation.  Review of Section 172(c)(1) of the CAA provides that State 
Implementation Plans (SIPs) for nonattainment areas shall include “reasonably available control 
measures”, including “reasonably available control technology” (RACT), for existing sources of 
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emissions.  Section 182(a)(2)(A) requires that for Marginal Ozone nonattainment areas, states shall 
revise their SIPs to include RACT. Section 182(b)(2)(A) of the CAA requires that for Moderate 
Ozone nonattainment areas, states must revise their SIPs to include RACT for each category of  
VOC sources covered by a CTG document issued between November 15, 1990, and the date of 
attainment.  CAA section 182(c) through (e) applies this requirement to States with ozone 
nonattainment areas classified as Serious, Severe and Extreme.   

 
 In the preamble to the proposed rule, EPA itself acknowledges the need for local controls. 80 
Fed. Reg. 75711, 75712. Specifically EPA states: “Downwind states also have control 
responsibilities because, among other things, the Act requires each state to adopt enforceable plans 
to attain and maintain air quality standards.” 80 Fed. Reg. 75709. 
 
  In its document entitled “Reasonably Available Control Technology Analysis under the  
2008 8-Hour Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standard”, dated July 17, 2014 (which can be 
found at:  http://www.ct.gov/deep/lib/deep/air/ozone/ozoneplanningefforts/ract_2008_naaqs/2014-
07-17_-_ct_final_ract_sip_revision.pdf) the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental 
Protection Bureau of Air Management conducted an evaluation of its RACT controls. The principal 
conclusion reached by Connecticut at pages 28, 32 of that report is as follows: 
 

DEEP commits to perform further evaluation of Connecticut’s municipal waste 
combustor and fuel-burning source NOx requirements and to seek any regulatory 
revisions necessary to revise the control requirements to a RACT level for the 2008 
ozone NAAQS. The main basis for the determination that these source categories are no 
longer subject to RACT is that other states now have in place emissions limitations that 
are more stringent than those required in Connecticut, so the more stringent emission 
limits, and the controls necessary to meet those emission limits, are technically and 
economically feasible. 
… 
Based on the comparison of Connecticut’s NOx emissions limitations with those in other 
states …, reductions in the emissions limitations of RCSA section 22a-174-22 are 
necessary, likely in conjunction with an elimination or adjustment of the NOx credit 
trading program, so that Connecticut’s boilers, turbines and engines are controlled to a 
RACT level with respect to the 2008 ozone NAAQS. 

 
 As can be seen from this discussion there is a clear statutory and regulatory mandate for 
states such as Connecticut to adopt updated RACT controls in advance of the 2017 ozone season.  
The reductions related to these RACT-based control will of course have a direct impact upon air 
quality and directly affect the Court mandated assessment of whether emission reductions imposed 
by a transport rule are more stringent than would be necessary to allow a downwind states to attain 
the 2008 ozone NAAQS.  

 
 In its document also discussed above with respect to the need for additional RACT controls, 
entitled “Reasonably Available Control Technology Analysis under the 2008 8-Hour Ozone 
National Ambient Air Quality Standard”, dated July 17, 2014 (which can be found at:  
http://www.ct.gov/deep/lib/deep/air/ozone/ozoneplanningefforts/ract_2008_naaqs/2014-07-17_-
_ct_final_ract_sip_revision.pdf) the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental 
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Protection Bureau of Air Management reached the following conclusion (pages 25, 27) about high 
energy demand day (“HEDD”) emissions and their impact on Connecticut’s air quality: 
 

“To reach attainment in the NY-NJ-CT nonattainment area, HEDD emissions need to be 
addressed in all three state portions of the area. DEEP recognizes that the appropriate 
approach to addressing HEDD emissions may differ in each state because the magnitude 
of emissions and type of units responsible for the emissions differs in each state’s portion 
of the area. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the unit types emitting in each of the three states 
during a HEDD episode. New York is represented by 14 southern counties while 
Connecticut and New Jersey emissions are presented statewide. The magnitude of 
emissions differs from state to state: Connecticut averaged 18 tons of NOx per day, New 
Jersey averaged 52 tons per day and New York (downstate) averaged 126 tons per day. 
Among the peaking units in each state (Figures 4, 5, and 6 include all units that operate 
during the HEDD), Connecticut’s emissions are dominated by the load-following boilers, 
as explained above. New York and New Jersey’s emissions are dominated by turbines 
with an emission rate greater than 0.15 lbs/MMBtu, which are labeled as “dirty” turbines 
in Figures 4, 5 and 6.  
… 
In sum, to address Connecticut’s ozone nonattainment, and Connecticut’s good neighbor 
obligations to downwind states, peak day emissions must be reduced. Thus, “beyond 
RACT” measures may be warranted for HEDD units on HEDD to meet the state 
obligation of attainment of the ozone NAAQS as expeditiously as possible.”  
 

Unless and until this local transport is addressed in New York and New Jersey, and in 
Connecticut in particular, Connecticut will not be able to achieve attainment of the 2008 Ozone 
NAAQS at the three remaining nonattainment monitors. It is the primary duty of the downwind 
states to address this concern as a condition precedent to the development of a transport rule related 
to these receptors.  

 
 The Alpine Geophysics report entitled “Relative Impact of State and Source Category 

NOx Emissions on Downwind Monitors Identified Using the 2017 Cross State Air Pollution Rule 
Modeling Platform” (which can be found at:  
http://www.midwestozonegroup.com/files/RelativeImpactofStateandSourceCategoryNOxEmissions
onDownwindMonitorsIdentifiedUsingthe2017CrossStateAirPollutionRuleModelingPlatform.pdf), 
examines which state’s emissions have the greatest impact on downwind ozone concentrations.  

 
 In its report Alpine has determined, at each monitor, from where and what source 

category, on a ppb per ton basis, we see the greatest relative contribution to ozone improvement. 
Resulting monitor-level, relative impact factors for the twenty-one eastern state proposed rule 
identified nonattainment and maintenance monitors are presented in the tables set forth in that report.  

 
 The following is the graph from that report related to one of the Fairfield, Connecticut 

monitors: 
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Assuming linearity of NOx emissions and ozone concentration changes, the chart illustrates 

that the greatest improvement in ozone concentrations occur with reductions in emissions from 
sources located in Connecticut itself, and from area and mobile sources throughout the Northeast. It 
also turns out that the three states with the next greatest potential to improve air quality in 
Connecticut on a per ton reduced basis are: 

  
New Jersey (over 50% of Connecticut’s potential); 

 Delaware (nearly 40% of Connecticut’s potential); and  
 New York (nearly 20% of Connecticut’s potential). 
 
 This analysis further supports the conclusion that the control of local sources and 

local transport are key components to addressing residual nonattainment concerns in the region.  It is 
critical that the ozone season NOx control cost effectiveness be more than an estimation of control 
costs on a dollar per ton NOx removed.  It is critical that these cost effectiveness economics 
incorporate an ozone control effectiveness component. 

 
 EPA’s authority to adopt a transport rule of this kind is limited by several factors including 
being prohibited from imposing any emission reductions on upwind states that would be more than 
would be necessary to eliminate nonattainment in downwind areas. It is clear from the Connecticut 
metrics provided above that controls on local sources in Connecticut and its neighboring states – 
New York and New Jersey –  are the key to attainment of the 2008 Ozone NAAQS – raising a 
significant unaddressed question in EPA’s proposal about whether the proposed transport rule 
emission reductions are justifiable. This is all the more significant since, as will be discussed later in 
these comments, the only remaining problem monitors in the East are located in Connecticut. Before 
finalizing the rule, we urge that EPA address these local controls and if it finds that these local 
controls bring about attainment, EPA should not finalize the proposed rule as written. 
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EPA must account for and deduct international emissions must in advance of the 
imposition of controls upon any upwind states pursuant to any new transport rule. 
 

          International emissions also play an important role in ozone nonattainment. Indeed, 
information made available in EPA’s  notice of data availability (“NODA”) (available at: 
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-11/2017_ozone_contributions_transport_noda.xlsx  ) 
illustrate that international emissions contribute in excess of 15 ppb to all of the critical monitors in 
the East.  Section 179B subsection (a) of the Clean Air Act reads as follows addressing any 
implementation plan, whether downwind nonattainment SIPs or upwind good neighbor SIPs: 
 
           Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an implementation plan or plan revision 
 required under this chapter shall be approved by the Administrator if – 
 

(1) such plan or revision meets all the requirements applicable to it under the chapter 
other than a requirement that such plan or revision demonstrate attainment and maintenance 
of the relevant national ambient air quality standards by the attainment date specified under 
the applicable provision of this chapter, or in a regulation promulgated under such provision, 
and 

 
(2) the submitting State establishes to the satisfaction of the Administrator that the 
implementation plan of such State would be adequate to attain and maintain the relevant 
national ambient air quality standards by the attainment date specified under the applicable 
provision of this chapter, or in a regulation promulgated under such provision, but for 
emissions emanating from outside of the United States. (Emphasis added)." 
 

 The CAA provides for attainment “but for emissions emanating from outside the United 
States.”  As commented by the D.C. Circuit in the initial stages of the EME Homer Good Neighbor 
Litigation, “. . . the good neighbor provision requires upwind States to bear responsibility for their 
fair share of the mess in downwind States.” EME Homer City Generation, LP v. EPA, 696 F.3d 7, 13 
(D.C. Cir, August 21, 2012).   Determination of “fair share of the mess” would be emissions 
reductions from the source state, after deduction of emission contributions from international 
sources, as contemplated by CAA §179B. 
  

EPA has improperly based its proposal on the premise that it may impose controls 
exclusively upon EGUs without considering emission reductions from other 
contributing sources that, in total, are necessary to eliminate an upwind state 
significant contribution to downwind air quality problems. 

 
 EPA’s repeated confirmation that they know this proposal is only a “partial” transport rule 
raises serious questions about the legality of the proposal.   
 
 EPA provides that “While these reductions are necessary to assist downwind states attain and 
maintain the 2008 ozone NAAQS and are necessary to address good neighbor obligations for these 
states, the EPA acknowledges that they may not be sufficient to fully address these states’ good 
neighbor obligations.”  80 Fed. Reg. 25714. 
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          EPA goes on to explain its anticipated development of a subsequent rule to complement 
the partial one being proposed. EPA states:    
 

To evaluate full elimination of a state’s significant contribution to nonattainment and 
interference with maintenance, EGU and non-EGU ozone season NOx reductions should 
both be evaluated.  To the extent air quality impacts persist after implementation of the NOx 
reductions identified in this rulemaking, a final judgment on whether the proposed EGU 
NOx reductions represent a full or partial elimination of a state’s good neighbor obligation 
for the 2008 NAAQS is therefore subject of an evaluation of the contribution to interstate 
transport form additional non-EGU emission sectors.”   
 
80 Fed. Reg. 75709 (December 3, 2015). 

 
 The basics of the CAA require that “each State shall, adopt and submit . . .a plan that 
provides for implementation, maintenance, and enforcement of such primary [and secondary] 
standard. . .” 42 U.S.C. 110(a)(1).  The statute does not describe a process for EPA to issue a partial 
solution to that which a state has failed to complete.  It appears that EPA reads the CAA to allow it 
to delay development of a plan that meets the minimum criteria for an implementation plan.  
 
 The U.S. Supreme Court in EME Homer City affirmed the appropriateness of the first 
CSAPR transport rule relative to its significance test.  CSAPR 1 provided that upwind emissions 
rank as “amounts [that] . . . contribute significantly to nonattainment” if they (1) constitute one 
percent or more of a relevant NAAQS in a nonattaining downwind State and (2) can be eliminated 
under the cost threshold set by the Agency.” In CSAPR 1, EPA considered both the magnitude of 
upwind States’ contributions and the cost associated with eliminating them.  The Supreme Court 
offered that, “Using costs in the Transport Rule calculus, we agree with EPA, also makes good 
sense.” Id at 1607.  The distinction from the rule the Supreme Court was reviewing and that being 
proposed today is the Supreme Court was managing a transport rule that developed comprehensive 
state budgets.   
 
 The proposed rule before us only addresses one source category and therefore its cost 
analysis does not establish a comprehensive economic analysis for the states.  EPA departed from 
the development of a comprehensive budget in this proposal.  EPA offers little justification for its 
failure to develop a complete rather than partial FIP, other than that they did not have adequate time. 
 “Given the time constraints for implementing NOx reduction strategies, the EPA believes that 
implementation of a full remedy may not be achievable for 2017, even though a partial remedy is 
achievable.”  80 Fed. Reg. 75715.  The Supreme Court speaks to CAA timing by providing that 
“[The D.C. Circuit] allowed a delay Congress did not order by placing an obligation on EPA to 
provide specific metrics to States before they fulfilled their Good Neighbor obligations.”   EME 
Homer City at 1601.  “The D.C. Circuit, we hold, had no warrant thus to revise the CAA’s action-
ordering prescriptions.”  Id.  It is upon this basis that we question the legality of EPA’s action that 
fails the CAA FIP timing requirement for developing an adequate implementation plan that meets 
the minimum criteria and most notably a critical criterion – one that includes and considers all 
sources and does not make a selective, arbitrary, application of the program only to upwind EGUs 
while ignoring, as in the case of Connecticut, the critical need for proper controls upon local sources 
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such as waste incinerators, load following boilers, turbines, engines, distributed generators and 
peaking facilities which coincidentally emit NOx at the highest levels on the worst ozone days.   See 
Fairfield, Connecticut table above. 
 
 Additionally, there is the unanswered question as to whether the EPA’s entire proposal calls 
for a reduction of emissions that exceeds what is necessary to achieve attainment in every downwind 
State. See, EME Homer City at 1608.  The proposed rule creates a piecemeal attainment strategy 
process that does not afford the public appropriate notice of the plan to allow for comment and 
assessment of the larger question of over control that can only be applied to a transport rule that, as a 
practical matter, can only be applied to a full set of emission controls for all sources in the upwind 
state.  Olympus joins MOG in questioning the legal basis for EPA’s effort to assert only a “partial” 
FIP.  
 
 It also appears that the rush to force these potentially excessive reduction obligations 
exclusively upon EGUs is actually an attempt to require controls prior to the implementation of the 
Tier 3 gasoline which must enter the retail markets on January 1, 2017.  While EPA has stated they 
have incorporated the NOx reductions that are expected to be achieved from on-road mobile sources 
equipped with functioning catalytic converters that use Tier 3 gasoline, the failure to include the 
EGU NOx emissions reductions that will be achieved in Pennsylvania through the implementation of 
RACT II doesn’t establish confidence that the NOx reductions that will be achieved by those mobile 
sources are accurately reflected.  Not only are the numbers of tons reduced important, the proximity 
of the tons reduced is also an important consideration relative to the effect of these NOx reductions 
on local ozone concentrations.  Considering the downwind proximity of these non-attainment 
monitors in Connecticut to a huge, densely populated metropolitan area which encompasses northern 
New Jersey, New York City, Fairfield County, Connecticut, and surrounding areas, these local NOx 
emissions which are achieved through the introduction of Tier 3 gasoline would result in a dramatic 
reduction in actual measured ozone concentrations.  Consequently, the timing of these EGU 
reductions appears to be a rush to not allow the effects of these on road mobile source NOx 
reductions to be recognized in the actual monitoring data collected after the introduction of Tier 3 
gasoline.  We believe that the magnitude of local NOx reduction will significantly reduce, if not 
eliminate, the need for additional NOx reductions from upwind stationary sources in Pennsylvania 
for the 2008 ozone NAAQS and possibly the 2015 ozone NAAQS.     
 

PA NOx RACT II emission reductions must be evaluated as a part of the assessment of 
this rule along with other control strategies not yet assessed by EPA. 

 
 In Exhibit A to these comments, we have estimated nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions from 
Pennsylvania electric generating units after the implementation of Reasonably Available Control 
Technology II (RACT II).  Pennsylvania RACT II limitations will be in effect year-round and 
become effective on January 1, 2017. 
 
 While the RACT II requirements are unit specific, for the purposes of this effort, the affected 
units are identified in the accompanying spreadsheet by facility.  For the estimation, the 2014 ozone 
season heat input available from EPA’s Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD) website was used for 
operational heat input with the exception of two facilities, Brunner Island and Montour Power 
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Plants.  For those two facilities, the 2015 ozone season operational heat input information from 
CAMD was used.  This was done to ensure that the estimation of their emissions and the overall 
Pennsylvania emissions were not underestimated. 
 
 For coal fired units, the RACT II limits are expressed as 0.12 lb NO2/MMBtu when the 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) inlet temperature is 600 degree or above and 0.35 lb 
NO2/MMBtu when the temperature is below 600 degrees.  This limit allows the units to cease 
injecting ammonia when prices in the PJM wholesale electric market are so low that these units must 
reduce their load to their absolute minimum sustainable load to reduce their losses.  Essentially the 
rule requires control of emissions at higher loads using the SCR and at the lower loads by limiting 
the heat input to the boiler.  As a consequence, the overall NOx emission rate for coal-fired units 
used to estimate emissions after the implementation of RACT II is 0.162 lb NO2/MMBtu.  This is a 
conservative estimate as the actual rate that is achieved will be dependent upon the dispatch rates of 
the units.  Based on concerns previously expressed by the Pennsylvania Department of 
Environmental Protection (PADEP), an emission rate of 0.20 lb NO2/MMBtu was used for Homer 
City Power Plant to reflect a “case by case” determination which is allowed under the PA RACT II 
regulation.  Again, this was done to ensure the estimated emissions after implementation of PA 
RACT II aren’t underestimated. 
 
 For the coal-fired units that have converted to natural gas or have the permitted capability to 
burn natural gas at 100% load, the PA RACT II limit of 0.1 lb NO2/MMBtu was used to estimate 
emissions. For the coal refuse-fired facilities, the lower of actual emission rates or the RACT II limit 
of 0.16 lb NO2/MMBtu was used to estimate emissions. For all other facilities the actual emissions 
rates which are already below the RACT II rate limits were used. 
 
 Accordingly, PA NOx RACT II will result in ozone season NOx emissions from EGUs of 
approximately 27,010 tons. 
 
  When these emission reductions were evaluated by Alpine Geophysics for the Midwest 
Ozone Group ozone concentration improvements were noted ranging from 0.1 to 2.3 ppb (See: 
http://www.midwestozonegroup.com/files/ImpactAnalysisofPennsylvaniaRACTII.pdf). These 
improvements are seen at monitors as the result of EGU NOx controls planned to be implemented 
under RACT II in Pennsylvania. It is recognized that with this partial application of the rule, using 
the average base case design values, the Richmond, NY monitor demonstrates attainment with the 
2008 NAAQS. When applying reductions to the maximum design values, three monitors downwind 
of Pennsylvania, located in Baltimore, MD and Gloucester, Middlesex, and Ocean, NY, show 
modelled attainment with the 2008 NAAQS.  
 
 While the impacts of Pennsylvania’s RACT II controls on NOx emissions from EGU sources 
fall short of exclusively bringing downwind monitors into modelled attainment with the 2008 ozone 
NAAQS, the reductions associated with this partial implementation of the rule show impact and 
resultant modelled ozone concentration decreases of up to 1.5 ppb in downwind states. 
 
 We recognize that this is not even the full impact of NOx controls associated with the 
Pennsylvania RACT II rule (there are other non-EGU categories affected with additional NOx and 
VOC reductions) and that there are additional, northeastern state programs yet to be accounted for in 
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the base case modeling of the proposed CSAPR rule. These programs include OTC model rules on 
industrial, area, and mobile source NOx and VOC, RACT in Connecticut, controls applied to HEDD 
sources, EGU and mobile source initiatives in Maryland, as well as other state and local initiatives to 
be in place prior to the 2017 calendar year.  
 
 Only after a complete air quality simulation considering emission levels reflective of all of 
these planned controls in the impacted areas, and in the upwind states, can EPA consider 
nonattainment and significant contribution modeling appropriate for developing a rule. 

 
EPA’s approach for identifying and addressing maintenance areas in this proposal is 
inconsistent with the manner in which maintenance areas are required to be managed 
under the Clean Air Act. 

 
 In a stated effort to account for historical variability in air quality at a receptor, EPA offered 
the following proposal for determining identifying maintenance receptors for purposes of this 
proposal: 
 

“… EPA assesses the magnitude of the maximum projected design value for 2017 at 
each  receptor in relation to the 2008 ozone NAAQS and, where such a value 
exceeds the NAAQS, EPA determines that receptor to be a ‘‘maintenance’’ receptor 
for purposes of defining interference with maintenance in this proposal, consistent 
with the method used in CSAPR and upheld by the D.C. Circuit in EME Homer City 
II.81 That is, monitoring sites with a maximum design value that exceeds the 
NAAQS are projected to have a maintenance problem in 2017.” 
 

80 Fed. Reg. 75724 (December 3, 2015) 
 
  As stated above, however, we do believe that the approach being advanced by EPA is 
consistent with the holding of the D.C Circuit which called for “a carefully calibrated and 
commonsense supplement to the “contribute significantly” requirement”. EME Homer v. EPA, 
August 21, 2012. 
 
 It is significant to us and should be instructive to EPA that a careful process has existed for 
many years related to the identification and management of maintenance areas. 
 
 Indeed, Section 175A of the Clean Air Act provides: 
 
  “(a) Plan revision 

Each State which submits a request under section 7407 (d) of this title for 
redesignation of a nonattainment area for any air pollutant as an area which has 
attained the national primary ambient air quality standard for that air pollutant shall 
also submit a revision of the applicable State implementation plan to provide for the 
maintenance of the national primary ambient air quality standard for such air 
pollutant in the area concerned for at least 10 years after the redesignation. The plan 
shall contain such additional measures, if any, as may be necessary to ensure such 
maintenance.” 
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 Moreover, the agency’s principal guidance on the management of maintenance areas is set 
forth in “Procedures for Processing Requests to Redesignate Areas to Attainment”,  John Calcagni 
memorandum, 4 September 1992, which contains the following statement on page 9: 
 
 “A State may generally demonstrate maintenance of the NAAQS by either showing that 

future emissions of a pollutant or its precursors will not exceed the level of the attainment 
inventory, or by modeling to show what the future mix of source and emission rates will not 
cause a violation of the NAAQS. Under the Clean Air Act, many areas are required to submit 
modeled attainment demonstrations to show that proposed reductions in emissions will be 
sufficient to attain the applicable NAAQS. For these areas, the maintenance demonstration 
should be based upon the same level of modeling. In areas where no such modeling was 
required, the State should be able to rely on the attainment inventory approach. In both 
instances, the demonstration should be for a period of 10 years following the redesignation.”  
 

 Given the clear statutory and regulatory directive for the management of maintenance areas, 
we urge EPA to apply the same approach to this proposed transport rule. As is set forth below, and 
as is discussed elsewhere in these comments, we have provided the current design values for all 21 
problem monitors along with EPA’s future year project for each area identified in the proposal: 
  

Ozone DVs (ppb) 

State  County  Monitor  2013‐15  2025 NAAQS 

Connecticut  Fairfield  90010017  81  70.9 

Connecticut  Fairfield  90013007  83  73.3 

Connecticut  Fairfield  90019003  84  74.3 

Connecticut  New Haven  90099002  78  72.2 

Kentucky  Jefferson  211110067  70  70.1 

Kentucky  Oldham  211850004  69  66.8 

Maryland  Baltimore  240053001  68  66.6 

Maryland  Harford  240251001  71  73.8 

Michigan  Allegan  260050003  76  70.0 

Michigan  Wayne  261630019  69  69.5 

New Jersey  Camden  340071001  69  67.4 

New Jersey  Gloucester  340150002  73  68.9 

New Jersey  Middlesex  340230011  72  66.9 

New Jersey  Ocean  340290006  72  67.7 

New York  Queens  360810124  69  71.5 

New York  Richmond  360850067  74  71.8 

New York  Suffolk  361030002  72  75.7 

Ohio  Hamilton  390610006  70  68.8 

Pennsylvania  Allegheny  420031005  73  71.2 

Pennsylvania  Philadelphia  421010024  72  69.9 

Wisconsin  Sheboygan  551170006  77  71.1 
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See Regulatory Impact Analysis of the Final Revisions to the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for 
Ground‐Level  Ozone,  September  2015,  p.  2A‐42  which  can  be  found  at: 
http://www3.epa.gov/ozonepollution/pdfs/20151001ria.pdf. 

 
 Inasmuch as all of the problem areas, including all of the maintenance areas, will be in 
attainment with the 2008 NAAQS in 2015, it is inappropriate for EPA to finalize the adoption of this 
rule. Given the near and longer term attainment status of the maintenance monitors, any additional 
emission reductions called for under EPA’s proposal would result in over-control and would be 
prohibited.  

 
EPA inappropriately proposes not to allow actual monitoring data to inform decisions 
about which areas should be considered maintenance areas and instead to rely 
exclusively on modeling data. 

 
 EPA proposes to take an approach to identify maintenance areas that is fundamentally 
different from that used to identify nonattainment areas. Specifically EPA offers the following 
explanation of how it will identify maintenance areas: 
  

 Consistent with the CSAPR methodology, monitoring sites with a projected 
maximum design value that exceeds the NAAQS, but with a projected average 
design value that is below the NAAQS, are identified as maintenance-only receptors. 
In addition, those sites that are currently measuring clean data, but are projected to be 
nonattainment based on the average design value and that, by definition, are 
projected to have a maximum design value above the standard are also identified as 
maintenance-only receptors. We are not proposing that monitored data have any 
effect on the EPA’s determination of maintenance receptors using the CSAPR 
method since even those receptor sites that are not currently monitoring violations 
are still subject to conditions that may allow violations to reoccur and therefore have 
future maintenance concerns. 
 

80 Fed. Reg. 75724 (December 3, 2015). 
 
  In comparison, EPA very properly proposes to identify nonattainment areas taking into 
account actual monitoring data. That monitoring data is, of course, vital to an assessment of both 
nonattainment and maintenance areas. EPA fails to offer an adequate explanation of why that 
monitoring data should not be utilized in maintenance areas as well.  
 
 We urge that EPA to use actual monitoring data when identifying maintenance areas. As set 
forth in the chart above, utilization of actual monitoring data illustrates the extensive nature of the 
attainment that is already being measured at these locations.  
 

The map set forth on page 2 above shows the extensive number of regulatory agency 
operated ozone monitors that are already measuring attainment of the 2008 ozone NAAQS and the 
very limited geographic location of monitors which continue to measure non-attainment.  These 
monitors are located in and directly downwind of the densely populated metropolitan areas of 
northern New Jersey, New York City, and Connecticut and, in fact, it is only three monitors located 
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in Fairfield County, CT that measure non-attainment as of ozone season 2017.  (see: 
http://www.midwestozonegroup.com/files/Alternate_Design_Value_Calculation_and_Attainment_D
emonstration.pdf ) 
 

EPA has incorrectly given maintenance areas the same weight and status in the 
development of this proposal as it has given to non-attainment areas. 

 
 EPA’s proposal inappropriately applies the nonattainment area significance test to 
maintenance areas and provides the same weight to the development of controls programs to address 
maintenance areas as it does nonattainment areas. We object to this proposal both because 
maintenance areas are not subject to the same “significance” test as applies to nonattainment areas 
and because maintenance areas do not require the same emission reduction response as 
nonattainment areas.   

 
 As was stated by the U.S. Supreme Court opinion in EPA v. EME Homer, April 29, 2014:   
 
 The statutory gap identified also exists in the Good Neighbor Provision’s second instruction. 

 That instruction requires EPA to eliminate amounts of upwind pollution that “interfere with 
maintenance” of a NAAQS by a downwind State.  §7410(a)(2)(D)(i).  This mandate contains 
no qualifier analogous to “significantly,” and yet it entails a delegation of administrative 
authority of the same character as the one discussed above.  Just as EPA is constrained, 
under the first part of the Good Neighbor Provision, to eliminate only those amounts that 
“contribute . . . to nonattainment,” EPA is limited, by the second part of the provision, to 
reduce only by “amounts” that “interfere with maintenance,” i.e., by just enough to permit 
an already-attaining State to maintain satisfactory air quality.  (Emphasis added).  With 
multiple upwind States contributing to the maintenance problem, however, EPA confronts 
the same challenge that the “contribute significantly” mandate creates:  How should EPA 
allocate reductions among multiple upwind States, many of which contribute in amounts 
sufficient to impede downwind maintenance”  Nothing in either clause of the Good 
Neighbor Provision provides the criteria by which EPA is meant to apportion responsibility.  

 
Excerpt from D.C. Circuit opinion in EME Homer v. EPA, August 21, 2012:   
 
 The statute also requires upwind States to prohibit emissions that will “interfere with 

maintenance” of the NAAQS in a downwind State.  “Amounts” of air pollution cannot be 
said to “interfere with maintenance” unless they leave the upwind State and reach a 
downwind State’s maintenance area.  To require a State to reduce “amounts” of emission 
pursuant to the “interfere with maintenance” prong, EPA must show some basis in evidence 
for believing that those “amounts” from an upwind State, together with amounts from other 
upwind contributors, will reach a specific maintenance area in a downwind State and push 
that maintenance area back over the NAAQS in the near future.  Put simply, the “interfere 
with maintenance” prong of the statute is not an open-ended invitation for EPA to impose 
reductions on upwind States.  Rather, it is a carefully calibrated and commonsense 
supplement to the “contribute significantly” requirement.   
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 Rather than to recognize the distinction between “significance’ and “interference” as urged 
by the Courts, EPA has treated the two as though they are the same. We believe that EPA must 
reconsider this approach and develop an appropriate test for “interference” with maintenance and 
also develop an alternative emission reduction approach that accounts for the fact that maintenance 
areas are already in attainment and cannot justify the same level of emission reductions as might be 
called for with respect to nonattainment areas.  
 

To the extent that regional NOx emissions caps are appropriate at all, they should be 
applied as ozone season caps and not on any shorter time period. 

 
 EPA proposes to implement these new NOx reductions through the CSAPR EGU NOx ozone 
season trading program. 80 Fed. Reg. 75741.  EPA states that it has historically implemented EGU 
NOx emission budgets on an ozone season basis without objection. 80 Fed. Reg. 75712.  EPA notes 
however that officials from the Ozone Transport Region have asked EPA to consider additional peak 
day limits on EGU NOx emissions. 80 Fed. Reg. 75716. 

 
 Olympus Power joins MOG in opposing any suggestion that it would be appropriate to 
impose and EGU NOx limits in a transport rule on any time scale shorter than the ozone season. 
EPA notes that during the course of its various rulemakings on the regulation of EGU emissions, it 
has received “no significant adverse comments in any of these proposals regarding the rules’ focus 
on ozone season EGU NOx reductions to address interstate ozone transport”. 80 Fed. Reg. 75712.  

 
 To the extent that OTC officials seek controls on peak days, we believe they may find that 
those shorter term controls should be applied on local – and not regional – sources. As MOG pointed 
out in its testimony at the New Jersey Clean Air Council Hearing held on April 14, 2015 (which is 
attached and identified as Exhibit 11 and which can be found at: 
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/cleanair/PPP/2015/Flannery.pdf ) a close examination of the high ozone 
days in 2013 indicates that at the time of that event, the cumulative NOx emissions from EGUs in 
the Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts New Hampshire and Rhode Island were more than double 
their normal monthly emission rate as shown below: 
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STATE LEVEL EGU NOX EMISSION RATE RATIOS
DAILY VS. AVERAGE MONTHLY RATE

16

May 30th Episode

June 24/25th Episode

July 18th/19th Episode
September 11th Episode

 
 
 In contrast, there was no increase in EGU NOx emission rates from the states of Illinois, 
Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia during those events as shown 
below:

17

May 30th Episode

June 24/25th Episode

July 18th/19th Episode
September 11th Episode

STATE LEVEL EGU NOX EMISSION RATE RATIOS
DAILY VS. AVERAGE MONTHLY RATE

 
The need for shorter term controls on EGU NOx emissions is not a matter to be addressed in a 
regional transport rule.   
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The impact of EPA’s proposal on the operation of the electric power system must be 
properly evaluated by FERC and the relevant independent system operator. 

 
 EPA’s proposal lists a number of so-called widely used EGU NOx control strategies, 
including shifting generation to units with lower NOx emission rates within the same state. (80 Fed. 
Reg. 75706, 75731). While EPA states that its proposed rule “does not require or impose any 
specific technology standards to demonstrate compliance, it does not adequately explain how 
shifting generation to lower NOx emitting EGUs could be implemented, does not provide a detailed 
cost analysis for this mitigation strategy, and does not consult with power authorities, such as the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), in determining the impact shifting generation 
may have on the power sector. Id.   Similarly, it does not appear to us that EPA consulted with, or 
sought constructive input from, independent system operators of competitive wholesale electricity 
markets responsible for managing and ensuring reliability within the high-voltage electricity grids in 
the upwind and downwind states affected by this rulemaking.  For instance, PJM Interconnection a 
regional transmission organization that coordinates the movement of wholesale electricity in all or 
parts of Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia and the District of Columbia, should clearly 
be consulted directly by the EPA during the design phase of any such wide-ranging program now or 
in the future. 
 
 In Delaware Dept. of Natural Res. and Envtl. Control v. Envtl. Prot. Agency, the United 
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia held that the EPA was required to seek input 
from FERC when implementing the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for 
Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines; New Source Performance Standards for Stationary 
Internal Combustion Engines final rule, when it justified the rule “on the basis of supporting system 
reliability.” Delaware Dept. of Natural Res. and Envtl. Control v. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 785 F.3d 1, 
18 (D.C. Cir. 2015). Respondents argued that “grid reliability is not a subject of the Clean Air Act 
and is not the province of the EPA” and that the EPA should have sought input from FERC during 
the rulemaking process. Id. EPA argued that its authority to regulate engines on the basis of grid 
reliability came from 42 U.S.C. § 7412(d), which instructs EPA to “consider the cost of achieving 
emission reductions.” Id. The court opined that the EPA’s reliance on grid reliability was not “the 
product of agency expertise” and, on remand, instructed the EPA to “solicit input from FERC, as 
necessary.” Id.  
 
 Here, EPA states that “shifting generation to lower NOx emitting EGUs would be a cost-
effective, timely, and readily available approach for EGUs to reduce NOx emissions . . . .”; yet, the 
EPA fails to include an adequate analysis of how shifting generation could be implemented for those 
entities that have yet to employ this option, and fails to include a cost-analysis for those who may 
elect to implement this mitigation strategy. 80 Fed. Reg. at 75732. Further, the EPA fails to include 
input from FERC as to the overall impact this mitigation strategy could have on the power sector, 
something that falls directly within the purview of FERC, and is not something that is the “product 
of [EPA’s] expertise.” 
 
 Moreover, we estimate that it is probable that EPA’s proposal places 7231 MW of reliable, 
base-loaded, coal and coal-refuse generation at risk and has the potential to permanently shut down 
at least 2,522 MW of that generating capacity – including 1,884 MW of coal fired capacity and 438 
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MW of coal refuse capacity – in Pennsylvania alone.  While this is an Olympus Power estimate, it is 
based upon publicly available information from the US EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD) 
website, our conservative analysis of the emissions characteristics of covered EGUs in the 
Pennsylvania fleet, the insufficient allowance budget granted to Pennsylvania in the rulemaking, and 
our (perhaps overly generous) assumption that when some facilities do shut down their related 
allowances remain and are reallocated within the state.  To the extent that such allowances leave the 
Pennsylvania markets then the facility closure rates are certain to be exacerbated.  These factors and 
similar impacts on electric power generation in other states raise critical questions about how both 
unit shutdowns and changes in unit operations will affect electric system reliability. The potential for 
significant, immediate, and targeted plant closures, along with dispatching and transmission 
constraints, must be seriously evaluated before this rule is permitted to be finalized. 
 

One of the issues that EPA fails to consider in its appraisal of what it believes can be 
accomplished by coal-fired electric generating units in Pennsylvania, and in other states that operate 
in the PJM interconnection, is the need to reduce electricity generation load to its absolute minimum 
sustainable load during out-of-market periods.  This is necessary because during those periods, the 
coal-fired units operate at a loss and consequently operators make the economic decision to reduce 
the operational level of these units to their absolute minimum sustainable load.  However, the 
injection of ammonia to achieve the NOx limits would require these units to remain well above their 
minimum sustainable load and incur the maximum loss in the PJM wholesale electric market during 
those out of market periods.  As an example, one coal fired unit with which we are familiar has a 
maximum net capacity of 850 megawatts (MW).  If ammonia is required to be injected at all times to 
meet the very low emission rate necessary under this proposal, the minimum sustainable load of the 
unit is 660 MW.  If ammonia is not being injected, then the minimum sustainable load the unit is 330 
MW.  Being able to address these time periods is critical to being able to remain economically viable 
in the PJM wholesale electric market.  This situation is recognized and provided for in the PA RACT 
II regulation.  This is explained further in the previous section herein discussing the estimation of 
Pennsylvania EGU ozone season NOx emissions after the implementation of PA RACT II. 
 

The other flaw in EPA’s analysis is the expectation that coal refuse-fired units can 
universally achieve the same emission rate that the agency attempts to impose on coal-fired units 
under this proposal.  There are a few vintage circulating fluidized bed combustors that can achieve 
the emission rates envisioned by EPA in the development of this proposal, but they are an exception, 
this is not a universal circumstance in the fleet.  While some of these coal refuse-fired EGUs are 
equipped with selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) ammonia injection systems, SNCRs do not 
achieve NOx reductions that are equivalent to selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems.  
Importantly, circulating fluidized bed combustors cannot be equipped with SCRs.  Further, EPA also 
failed to consider that some of these coal-refuse fired EGUs are not equipped with SNCR ammonia 
injection systems.  Consequently, while all of these coal-refuse fired units will be able to comply 
with the PA RACT II requirements, it is projected that eleven of the 14 coal refuse-fired facilities are 
at risk of shut down under this proposed amendment to the CSAPR regulation. 
 

Considering that the coal refuse-energy facilities have been responsible for the removal of 
over 205 million tons of coal refuse from Pennsylvania’s environment through 2014; and that 
millions more tons of coal refuse remain to be removed and the attendant abandoned mine lands 
remediated; that hundreds of miles of streams have been improved by the elimination of acid mine 
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drainage; that coal refuse fires have been addressed and eliminated permanently at these remediated 
and reclaimed sites; that thousands of acres of mining affected lands have been reclaimed through 
the utilization of the beneficial use ash; that the communities where these coal refuse pile have been 
removed experience a far greater level of human health, safety and quality of life; that these facilities 
inject millions of dollars into the communities where these facilities are located; and that thousands 
of direct and indirect family sustaining jobs are provided in this environmental mitigation effort in 
the affected communities; it is quite clear that the EPA must take these factors into consideration in 
its rulemaking, and make sound holistic decisions on behalf of the environment.   
 

Importantly, the reductions proposed by EPA are estimations of reductions that they believe 
can be achieved technically.  But clearly, they have either intentionally or unintentionally failed to 
consider the economics associated with EGU operations in wholesale electric markets and the multi-
media environmental and economic benefits provided to the communities in which these coal refuse-
fired facilities are located.  Further, this proposed ozone season NOx reduction is not based on 
contributions of the EGUs to downwind non-attainment, it is a representation of a belief that coal-
fired and coal-refuse fired units should be limited to maximum achievable reductions rather than to 
levels that represent significant contribution to actual environmental requirements. 
 
 We expect EPA to consult with FERC, the independent system operators, and other 
concerned state and community, legislative and regulatory stakeholders with regard to these risks, to 
the benefits from these facilities to the electricity grids and communities that they serve, and the true 
impacts (and perhaps unintended consequences) of these proposals, and ensure in any final rule that 
the there is no compromise of the ability of the power grid to continue to provide PJM with a 
reliable, diverse and beneficial electric power portfolio. 
 

EPA adjustments to the basic parameters of the CAMx model to speed up computer 
processing time has resulted in changes in the accuracy of the model that have not been 
evaluated by EPA and appear to result in over-predictions of modeled ozone 
concentrations. 

 
 Alpine Geophysics has issued a report comparing its computer simulation to that performed 
by EPA. Significantly, Alpine discovered differences in the results that are much larger than 
expected. As can be seen from Alpine’s report entitled “Review of CAMx HMAX Configuration in 
Cross State Air Pollution Rule Air Quality Modeling” which can also be found at: 
http://www.midwestozonegroup.com/files/ReviewofCAMxHMAXConfigurationinCrossStateAirPoll
utionRuleAirQualityModeling.pdf, the EPA simulation on the day selected predicted higher ozone 
concentrations than the Alpine simulation over much of the western domain with noted lower 
predictions modeled around the Big Bend area of Texas, in and around Phoenix, and Santa Fe. 
Lower concentrations are seen in portions of the Midwest and Eastern U.S. with concentrated higher 
predictions in Chicago, Louisville (KY), the New York City metro area, and other metro areas in the 
southeast. Peak differences demonstrated on this particular day are up to 2.8 ppb.  
 
 Since the noted differences in daily ozone concentrations were larger than expected, Alpine 
looked further into the EPA model and discovered that EPA had altered a parameter in the code. 
Ultimately Alpine learned that this had been done to make the model run faster and no analysis had 
been performed to determine the impact of the change on the numeric accuracy of the model.  
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 At this time it is unknown what impact this change might have upon the relative response to 
emission changes, or if the model concentration difference could change the conclusions about 
which monitors may be violating the NAAQS, or be in danger of violating the NAAQS. It is Alpines 
conclusion that “the ozone concentration data generated using the modified version of the source 
code may have had an impact on the conclusions of CSAPR modeling, including the associated 
attainment and significant contribution calculations.” 
 
 We expect EPA to address this situation by assessing the error and uncertainty created by the 
change it has made in the model before relying in any way on the results obtained.  
 

EPA’s failure to conduct model performance evaluation for the critical days selected 
for the proposed rule and the ozone concentrations selected is inappropriate for the 
monitors being evaluated. 

 
 As part of its review of the EPA data behind the proposed transport rule, Alpine Geophysics 
has also prepared a report entitled “Model Performance Review at Monitors with Complex 
Meteorology Land-Water Interfaces“ which can also be found at: 
http://www.midwestozonegroup.com/files/ModelPerformanceReviewatMonitorswithComplexMeteo
rologyLand-WaterInterfaces.pdf). In that report, Alpine notes that EPA ozone attainment modeling 
guidance states that: 
 
  "[t]he most important factor to consider when establishing grid cell size is model response to 

emissions controls. Analysis of ambient data, sensitivity modeling, and past modeling results 
can be used to evaluate the expected response to emissions controls at various horizontal 
resolutions for both ozone and PM2.5 and regional haze. If model response is expected to be 
different (and presumably more accurate) at higher resolution, then higher resolution 
modeling should be considered. If model response is expected to be similar at both high and 
low(er) resolution, then high resolution modeling may not be necessary. The use of grid 
resolution finer than 12 km would generally be more appropriate for areas with a 
combination of complex meteorology, strong gradients in emissions sources, and/or land-
water interfaces in or near the nonattainment area(s)" (emphasis added)  

 
 In its modeling in support of the proposed rule, EPA simulated a national domain using a 
12km grid resolution domain wide. While this makes running a national, regional simulation easier 
from a technical perspective, it ends up neglecting the important issue of the complex meteorology 
and/or land-water interfaces in or near the nonattainment or maintenance monitors of interest.  
 
 The two figures below present two unique areas in the eastern U.S. that are challenged by 
these complex meteorology land-water interfaces. For each monitor, Alpine has reviewed the EPA 
published model performance evaluation (MPE) metrics for ozone and compared them to additional 
MPE metrics from the same modeling platform.   
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Connecticut monitors located on land/water interface. 
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Wisconsin and Michigan monitors located on land/water interface.  

 
 In examining each of these monitors Alpine notes that a portion of the grid cell is located 
over or adjacent to a water body. Studies indicate that air quality forecast models typically predict 
large summertime ozone abundances over water relative to land in the Great Lakes region and that 
meteorology around the Long Island Sound is distinctly unique; both warranting individualized 
attention and the fine grid resolution required to best account for these issues.  
 
 To review this important issue, Alpine generated the performance metrics for these three 
example monitors using the days selected in the MATS attainment test, and for days selected for the 
MATS attainment test with the associated grid cell concentration actually used in EPA’s calculation.  
 
 As is seen from this report, the concentration value used to represent each monitor-day in the 
performance evaluations is always lower and generally significantly lower than the maximum grid 
cell used in EPA’s RRF calculation. This difference ranges from a low of 3.17 ppb (at Fairfield on 
July 6, 2011) to 29.84 ppb (at Sheboygan on July 30). The impact of this change results in poorer 
performance on these days at these monitors and in future projections that are weighted to the ozone 
concentrations over the water bodies and not to the location of the land-based monitor’s.  
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 It is Alpine’s conclusion that this poor performance will have a direct impact on the future 
year attainment demonstration and significant contribution calculations that use these values as their 
basis. 
 

Given the limitations of air quality modeling and very low concentration and short 
averaging period of the 2008 ozone NAAQS, EPA should select a significant impact 
level greater than 1%. 

 
The CAA includes no specifics regarding establishment of a significance level applicable to 

interstate transport. CAA Section 110(a)(2)(d) simply requires that: 
 

“(2) Each implementation plan submitted by a State under this chapter shall be 
adopted by the State after reasonable notice and public hearing. Each such plan 
shall— 
…  
(D) contain adequate provisions— 
(i) prohibiting, consistent with the provisions of this subchapter, any source or other 
type of emissions activity within the State from emitting any air pollutant in amounts 
which will— 

(I) contribute significantly to nonattainment in, or interfere with maintenance 
by, any other State with respect to any such national primary or secondary ambient 
air quality standard, or 

(II) interfere with measures required to be included in the applicable 
implementation plan for any other State under part C of this subchapter to prevent 
significant deterioration of air quality or to protect visibility, 
(ii) insuring compliance with the applicable requirements of sections 7426 and 7415 
of this title (relating to interstate and international pollution abatement);…” 

 
There is no further guidance under the CAA to define “amounts [of emissions] which will 

contribute significantly to nonattainment in, or interfere with maintenance by, any other state with 
respect to any such primary or secondary ambient air quality standard ….”  EPA established the 1% 
significance level in its June 11, 2011 promulgation of CSAPR (76 Fed. Reg. 48211,  48236) and 
has done so again in this proposal (80 Fed. Reg. 75714). 

 
  The significance level established in CSAPR and in this proposal should be reconsidered and 
revised as appropriate in connection with any new transport rule to take account of limitations of air 
quality modeling including the model performance concerns discussed above which may not be 
sensitive enough to predict 1% levels.  This is especially important because this and future NAAQS 
are of such a low concentration that the ability of the models used to predict these contributions that 
are reflected as 1% of an extremely small concentration are highly suspect, but treated as absolute 
values in the regulatory process.  In addition, setting a more appropriate significance level may be 
one approach for assurance that there is no over-control.   
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CONCLUSION 
 

Olympus Power, LLC appreciates the opportunity to provide comments to this proposed rule. In this 
submission, Olympus Power has sought to convey the following technical points to the Agency: 
 

 EPA’s proposed rule fails to reflect the significant reduction in NOx emissions and 
improvements in air quality that have occurred in the eastern U.S. in recent years. 

 EPA’s proposed rule fails to take into account significant “on-the-books” regulatory 
programs that will certainly reduce ozone precursors over the next several years and 
result in additional improvements in ozone air quality. 

 Use of more recent ozone design value data demonstrates that the only remaining 
ozone air quality problem areas in the East are likely to be the three monitors in 
Fairfield County, Connecticut which does not provide a sufficient basis to support a 
regional transport rule. 

 EPA must first address the lack of controls on local sources before emission 
reductions on upwind states can be imposed through a transport rule. 

 EPA must account for and deduct international emissions in advance of the 
imposition of controls upon any upwind states pursuant to any new transport rule. 

 EPA has improperly based its proposal on the premise that it may impose controls 
exclusively upon EGUs without considering emission reductions from other 
contributing sources that, in total, are necessary to eliminate an upwind state 
significant contribution to downwind air quality problems. 

 PA NOx RACT II emission reductions must be evaluated as a part of the assessment 
of this rule along with other control strategies not yet assessed by EPA. 

 EPA’s approach in this proposal for identifying and addressing maintenance areas is 
inconsistent with the manner in which maintenance areas are required to be managed 
under the Clean Air Act. 

 EPA inappropriately proposes not to allow actual monitoring data to inform 
decisions about which areas should be considered maintenance areas and instead to 
rely exclusively on modeling data. 

 EPA has incorrectly given maintenance areas the same weight and status in the 
development of this proposal as it has given to non-attainment areas. 

 To the extent that regional NOx caps are appropriate at all, they should be applied as 
ozone season caps and not on any shorter time period. 

 The impact of EPA’s proposal on the operation of the electric power system must be 
properly evaluated by FERC and the relevant independent system operator. 

 EPA adjustments to the basic parameters of the CAMx model to speed up computer 
processing time has resulted in changes in the accuracy of the model that have not 
been evaluated by EPA and appear to result in over-predictions of modeled ozone 
concentrations. 

 EPA’s failure to conduct model performance evaluation for the critical days selected 
for the proposed rule and selected ozone concentrations is inappropriate for the 
monitors being evaluated. 
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 Given the limitations of air quality modeling and very low concentration and short 
averaging period of the 2008 ozone NAAQS, EPA should select a significant impact 
level greater than 1%. 

Olympus Power is also concerned with the substantive impact of this proposal upon the fleet 
of coal and coal refuse generation facilities in Pennsylvania.  Our analysis of the allowance 
requirements of these facilities compared to the Pennsylvania budget proposed by the agency result 
in a significant statewide shortfall.  It is hard to imagine how that shortfall can be bridged without 
the shutdown of numerous generation units, placing up to 7500 MW of the coal and coal refuse 
facilities “at risk”.  This draconian result, combined with the immediacy of the impact – ozone 
season 2017 – creates the potential for significant and unnecessary harm to reliability and to the 
environmental benefits derived from the coal fired electricity generation and coal refuse to energy 
industries in Pennsylvania. 
 

In the opinion of Olympus Power, the level of reduction proposed by the EPA for 
Pennsylvania is excessive and unnecessary, especially considering (1) the anticipated effect of the 
PA RACT II regulation which will become effective January 1, 2017; (2) the other more local 
stationary source measures that must be implemented closer to the few remaining areas of non-
attainment; (3)  the greater effectiveness in reductions of ozone concentrations achieved by local 
emissions reductions; and, even more critically, (4) the use of Tier 3 gasoline that will reduce NOx 
emissions from every on-road gasoline powered vehicle equipped with a functioning catalytic 
converter.  Olympus urges the EPA to reconsider the CSAPR proposal in light of the issues and 
concerns enumerated above. 
 

Olympus Power appreciates the opportunity to offer these comments.  If EPA has any 
questions regarding these comments or the evaluation undertaken by Olympus Power to predict the 
potential impacts in Pennsylvania from this proposal, please do not hesitate to contact Olympus 
Power’s Director of Environmental Affairs, Vincent Brisini, or its Executive Vice President, 
Government Affairs and General Counsel, Sean P. Lane, at the address set forth above 
 
       Very truly yours, 
 

        
       Sean P. Lane 
       Executive Vice President, Government Affairs 

General Counsel & Secretary 
 
cc: Environmental Protection Agency 
 EPA Docket Center (EPA/DC);     Mailcode 28221T 
 Attention Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500 
 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20460 
 
Attachments:  EXHIBIT A – PA RACT II NOx Emissions Estimate 
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January 2016 

Olympus Power, LLC has estimated nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions from Pennsylvania electric 
generating units after the implementation of Reasonably Available Control Technology II (RACT II).  
Pennsylvania RACT II limitations will be in effect year‐round and become effective on January 1, 2017. 
 
While the RACT II requirements are unit specific, for the purposes of this effort, the affected units are 
identified in the accompanying spreadsheet by facility.  For the estimation, the 2014 ozone season heat 
input available from EPA’s Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD) website was used for operational heat 
input with the exception of two facilities, Brunner Island and Montour Power Plants.  For those two 
facilities, the 2015 ozone season operational heat input information from CAMD was used.  This was 
done to ensure the estimation of their emissions and the overall Pennsylvania emissions were not 
underestimated. 
 
For coal fired units, the RACT II limits are expressed as 0.12 lb NO2/MMBtu when the selective catalytic 
reduction (SCR) inlet temperature is 600 degree or above and 0.35 lb NO2/MMBtu when the 
temperature is below 600 degrees.  This limit allows the units to cease injecting ammonia when prices in 
the PJM wholesale electric market are so low that these units must reduce their load to their absolute 
minimum sustainable load to reduce their losses.  Essentially the rule requires control of emissions at 
higher loads using the SCR and at the lower loads by limiting the heat input to the boiler.  As a 
consequence, the overall NOx emission rate for coal‐fired units used to estimate emissions after the 
implementation of RACT II is 0.162 lb NO2/MMBtu.  This is a conservative estimate as the actual rate 
that is achieve will be dependent upon the dispatch rates of the units.  Based on concerns previously 
raised by Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP), an emission rate of 0.20 lb 
NO2/MMBtu was used for Homer City Power Plant to reflect a “case by case” determination which is 
allowed under the PA RACT II regulation.  Again, this was done to ensure the estimated emissions after 
implementation of PA RACT II aren’t underestimated. 
 
For the coal‐fired units that have converted to natural gas or have the permitted capability to burn 
natural gas at 100% load, the PA RACT II limit of 0.1 lb NO2/MMBtu was used to estimate emissions. 
 
For the coal refuse‐fired facilities, the lower of actual emission rates or the RACT II limit of 0.16 lb 
NO2/MMBtu was used to estimate emissions. 
 
For all other facilities the actual emissions rates which are already below the RACT II rate limits were 
used. 
 
This effort has resulted in estimated ozone season NOx emissions from the Pennsylvania electric 
generating units after the implementation of RACT of 27,010 tons.   
 



Estimation of Pennsylvania RACT II Rule on Ozone Season NOx Emissions from EGUs
Emissions - Unit Level Data Report Nov 24, 2015
Your query will return 57 Facility(s) and 141 Unit(s)
Program: Clean Air Interstate Rule Ozone Season (CAIROS) (ended 2014) Data Set: Emissions - Unit Level Data
Time Frame: Emissions : Ozone Season : 2014
Criteria: State : Pennsylvania
Aggregate Criteria: Facility
Columns: State, Facility Name, Facility ID (ORISPL), Year, Program(s) Selected, NOx (tons), Heat Input (MMBtu)

Record 
Number

State Facility Name Facility ID 
(ORISPL)

Year Program(s) 
Selected

NOx 
(tons)

Heat Input 
(MMBtu)

2014 Emission 
rate (lb 
NO2/MMBtu)

Projected 2017 
Emission Rate 
w/RACT (lb 
NO2/MMBtu) 

Projected 2017 
OS NOx 
Emissions 
w/RACT (tons)

2 PA Allegheny Energy Units 
1 & 2

55196 2014 CAIROS 11.3 313,479 0.072094143 0.072094143 11.3

3 PA Allegheny Energy Units 
3, 4 & 5

55710 2014 CAIROS 43.6 10,773,628 0.008093838 0.008093838 43.6

4 PA Allegheny Energy Units 
8 & 9

55377 2014 CAIROS 3.6 91,337 0.078828952 0.078828952 3.6

5 PA Armstrong Power, LLC 55347 2014 CAIROS 54.2 3,444,997 0.03146592 0.03146592 54.2

6 PA Bethlehem Power Plant 55690 2014 CAIROS 45.7 17,468,994 0.005232127 0.005232127 45.7

7 PA Bruce Mansfield 6094 2014 CAIROS 7,158.9 68,605,754 0.208696781 0.162 5557.066074

8 PA Brunner Island, LLC 3140 2014 CAIROS 2,703.9 22,060,569 Converted to 
natural gas use 
during OS

0.1 1103.02845

9 PA Brunot Island Power 
Station

3096 2014 CAIROS 6.1 345,029 0.035359347 0.035359347 6.1

10 PA Cambria Cogen 10641 2014 CAIROS 449.1 4,120,446 0.217986111 0.16 329.63568

11 PA Chambersburg Units 12 
& 13

55654 2014 CAIROS 14.3 350,141 0.08168138 0.08168138 14.3

12 PA Cheswick 8226 2014 CAIROS 2,192.9 11,092,539 0.395382879 0.162 898.495659

13 PA Colver Power Project 10143 2014 CAIROS 392.8 4,775,359 0.164511192 0.16 382.02872

14 PA Conemaugh 3118 2014 CAIROS 7,141.9 44,481,853 0.32111522 0.162 3603.030093

15 PA Croydon Generating 
Station

8012 2014 CAIROS 5.6 17,333 0.646166272 0.646166272 5.6

16 PA Dynegy Fayette II, LLC 55516 2014 CAIROS 52.4 14,896,972 0.007034987 0.007034987 52.4

17 PA Ebensburg Power 
Company

10603 2014 CAIROS 99.5 2,165,139 0.091910958 0.091910958 99.49999985

18 PA Eddystone Generating 
Station

3161 2014 CAIROS 43.3 676,917 0.127932967 0.127932967 43.3

19 PA Fairless Energy, LLC 55298 2014 CAIROS 90.7 24,491,675 0.007406598 0.007406598 90.7

20 PA Fairless Hills 
Generating Station

7701 2014 CAIROS 30.2 1,496,963 0.040348359 0.040348359 30.2

21 PA Gilberton Power 
Company

10113 2014 CAIROS 82.2 3,557,502 0.046212202 0.046212202 82.20000052

22 PA Grays Ferry Cogen 
Partnership

54785 2014 CAIROS 71.7 4,661,760 0.030760914 0.030760914 71.7

23 PA Handsome Lake Energy 55233 2014 CAIROS 28.7 763,480 0.075182061 0.075182061 28.7

24 PA Hazleton Generation 10870 2014 CAIROS 0.9 7,699 0.233796597 0.233796597 0.9

25 PA Homer City 3122 2014 CAIROS 8,373.1 44,309,897 0.377933625 0.2 4430.9897

26 PA Hunlock Creek Energy 
Center

3176 2014 CAIROS 12.6 2,972,340 0.008478169 0.008478169 12.6

27 PA Hunlock Unit 4 56397 2014 CAIROS 0.7 16,963 0.082532571 0.082532571 0.7

28 PA Hunterstown Combined 
Cycle

55976 2014 CAIROS 37 12,553,366 0.005894833 0.005894833 37

29 PA Keystone 3136 2014 CAIROS 5,441.9 49,212,797 0.221157924 0.162 3986.236557

30 PA Liberty Electric Power 
Plant

55231 2014 CAIROS 77.7 13,719,250 0.01132715 0.01132715 77.7

31 PA Lower Mount Bethel 
Energy, LLC

55667 2014 CAIROS 67.2 13,574,542 0.009900887 0.009900887 67.2

32 PA Martins Creek, LLC 3148 2014 CAIROS 920.8 10,362,703 0.177714251 0.177714251 920.8

33 PA Montour, LLC 3149 2014 CAIROS 4,463.6 28,555,219 0.312629366 0.162 2312.972739

34 PA Mountain 3111 2014 CAIROS 3.4 10,625 0.64 0.64 3.4
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Estimation of Pennsylvania RACT II Rule on Ozone Season NOx Emissions from EGUs
Emissions - Unit Level Data Report Nov 24, 2015
Your query will return 57 Facility(s) and 141 Unit(s)
Program: Clean Air Interstate Rule Ozone Season (CAIROS) (ended 2014) Data Set: Emissions - Unit Level Data
Time Frame: Emissions : Ozone Season : 2014
Criteria: State : Pennsylvania
Aggregate Criteria: Facility
Columns: State, Facility Name, Facility ID (ORISPL), Year, Program(s) Selected, NOx (tons), Heat Input (MMBtu)

Record 
Number

State Facility Name Facility ID 
(ORISPL)

Year Program(s) 
Selected

NOx 
(tons)

Heat Input 
(MMBtu)

2014 Emission 
rate (lb 
NO2/MMBtu)

Projected 2017 
Emission Rate 
w/RACT (lb 
NO2/MMBtu) 

Projected 2017 
OS NOx 
Emissions 
w/RACT (tons)

35 PA Mt. Carmel 
Cogeneration

10343 2014 CAIROS 117.7 1,968,427 0.119587874 0.119587874 117.7

36 PA New Castle 3138 2014 CAIROS 125.7 681,272 Converted to 
natural gas

0.1 34.0636

37 PA NextEra Energy Marcus 
Hook, LP

55801 2014 CAIROS 105.5 18,759,894 0.011247398 0.011247398 105.5

39 PA Northampton 
Generating Plant

50888 2014 CAIROS 139.7 3,438,808 0.081249084 0.081249084 139.7

40 PA Northeastern Power 
Company

50039 2014 CAIROS 31 1,141,525 0.054313309 0.054313309 31

41 PA Ontelaunee Energy 
Center

55193 2014 CAIROS 37.6 11,729,809 0.006411017 0.006411017 37.6

42 PA PEI Power Corporation 50279 2014 CAIROS 7.3 193,333 0.075517372 0.075517372 7.3

43 PA Panther Creek Energy 
Facility

50776 2014 CAIROS 214.1 3,562,568 0.120194197 0.120194197 214.1

45 PA Portland 3113 2014 CAIROS 0.6 11,613 0.103332472 0.103332472 0.6

46 PA Richmond 3168 2014 CAIROS 2.3 7,251 0.634395256 0.634395256 2.3

47 PA Scrubgrass Generating 
Plant

50974 2014 CAIROS 233.3 3,064,233 0.152273016 0.152273016 233.3

48 PA Seward 3130 2014 CAIROS 513.2 12,930,373 0.079378994 0.079378994 513.2

49 PA Shawville 3131 2014 CAIROS 1,994.4 9,308,724 Converted to 
natural gas

0.1 465.4362

50 PA St. Nicholas 
Cogeneration Project

54634 2014 CAIROS 99.5 4,488,918 0.044331396 0.044331396 99.5

51 PA Talen Ironwood, LLC 55337 2014 CAIROS 133.6 18,061,861 0.014793603 0.014793603 133.6

52 PA Tolna 3116 2014 CAIROS 1.1 3,359 0.654956832 0.654956832 1.1

53 PA Veolia Energy 
Philadelphia - Schuylkill

50607 2014 CAIROS 0.8 17,014 0.094040202 0.094040202 0.8

54 PA WPS Westwood 
Generation, LLC

50611 2014 CAIROS 111.8 1,492,789 0.149786741 0.149786741 111.8

55 PA Warren 3132 2014 CAIROS 179.6 730,251 0.491885667 0.491885667 179.6

56 PA Wheelabrator - 
Frackville

50879 2014 CAIROS 139.8 2,225,430 0.125638641 0.125638641 139.8

57 PA York Energy Center 55524 2014 CAIROS 35.3 11,225,982 0.006288982 0.006288982 35.3

2014 OS NOx 44345.4 27010.18347

Coal refuse-fired
Coal-fired
Gas conversion
Retired
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